) In 2020 the Law Society and Commercial Litigation
Association of Ireland asked the Irish Courts to approve
TrialView as an alternative tool for remote hearings.
Following a number of successful pilots it has now been
formally accepted by the High Court as an alternative
platform. It has been recognised as particularly useful for
witness hearings, hybrid actions and document heavy
remote trials.

“…I WAS HUGELY IMPRESSED BY
IT”
The President of the High Court, Ms
Justice Mary Irvine, on her experience
with pilots carried out by TrialView.
(Comments made during case
management hearing on 16 October 2020
in relation to the orders made to use
TrialView for the Blackwell v Minister for
Health Proceedings.)

EVIDENCE PREPARATION
With TrialView legal professionals
can prepare for trial by
uploading all hearing material into
a dedicated data room for
their case.
Documents can be organised into
TrialBooks & Bundles and users
can create notes & annotate
material.

UNIQUE VIDEO TOOLS
Bespoke trial room for the hearing.
Participants are allocated to their
virtual seat. Multiple participants can
be pinned and viewed at same time
Documents and evidence can be
presented and annotated
simultaneously
Private Break Out Rooms
for Court & Parties

ENDORSEMENTS FOR
TRIALVIEW’S HYBRID MODEL

Mr Justice Denis McDonald on the use of TrialView for the
FBD litigation.
“…it…worked extremely well”
“[T]he system [was] perfectly adequate from a judge's
perspective in terms of being able to see the face of the
witness clearly as the witness is being asked questions of
counsel.
One can also get a gallery view so one can see more than one
face at a time
I also want to thank TrialView…for the exceptional way [it]
managed to bring up every single document, no matter how
many documents were referred to by counsel.”

ENDORSEMENTS FOR TRIALVIEW ’S DOCUMENT
MANAGEMENT AND PRESEN TATION SYSTEM

“…I found the experience
satisfactory and straightforward to
use”.

“..it was of great assistance to
the parties and certainly cut
down the trial time substantially”.

Mr Justice Garrett Simons about the
use of TrialView during the Quinn v
IBRC litigation involving over 150,000
trial documents In one of the State's
largest banking disputes.

Paul Gallagher SC on the use of
TrialView in the Pandremix Vaccine
litigation - A highly sensitive class
action against GSK Pharmaceuticals
and the Irish Department of Health

For further information visit
trialview.com or email info@trialview.com

